Novice Mid Proficiency Level in _(fill in target language)_

Technology: Internet

Practices
- How do people in _(country/culture)_ access the Internet? How often? From where?

Products
- How do people in _(country/culture)_ use the Internet?
- What type of Internet presence is there from the _(country/culture)_ on the Internet?

Perspectives
- How does the Internet impact people in _(country/culture)_?
Novice Mid Proficiency Level in __(fill in target language)__

Technology:
Cell/smart phones

Practices
- How many people in _(country/culture)_ have cell/smart phones?
- How do people in _(country/culture)_ use cell/smart phones?

Products
- What type of cell/smart phone apps are available to the people from _(country/culture)_?

Perspectives
- How do cell/smart phones impact people in _(country/culture)_?